the exception of the three decades in the middle of the nineteenth century, there always was a substantial number of "newcomers" in the Houseranging from 14 to 40 percent per decade prior to 1840, and from 11 to 20 percent following 1860-regardless of the definition of the periods of decay and stability.
Complicating matters more, of course, was the secession of the Confederate states that precipitated the Civil War, an epic event that affected not only the membership of Congress, but also who was eligible to vote. From the end of that war through the end of Reconstruction, for example, white males who fought for the Confederacy were disenfranchised while black males had the franchise; thereafter, the former systematically displaced the latter through state-adopted disenfranchising devices. Not long after the 1890s, of course, women were added to the electorate. Finally, the franchise was universalized with the passage of the Voting Rights Act of 1965, which brought southern blacks back into the political system, and its 1970 extension which lowered the franchise to 18 years of age, beginning with the 1972 elections.
Whicker and Jewell, focusing solely on the aggregate ages of members of congress, are undone by their own data. Seligman and King (1980) , on the other hand, actually analyzed the background characteristics of the defeated and newly-elected members of congress. Moreover, while Whicker and Jewell refer to "policy shifts" at various points in their analysis, they do not analyze any legislation considered by any congress, unlike the analysis by Gates (1987) of state statutes rejected by the U.S. Supreme Court as unconstitutional. Though unintentional, their analysis of "generational change" misleads the reader by categorizing the ages of members of congress into aggregate 5-or 15-year intervals, rather than analyzing them as true generations socialized by circumstances in one political period and coming to power in another, as represented by their entry into congress (see Brady 1988) .
Whicker and Jewell's less than significant findings for cohorts, given the complications noted here, should come as no surprise. However, they do document the age stability of members of both houses of congress. Curiously, though, they conclude that "these analyses support the notion that party power matters as a driving force behind major shifts in national policy surrounding critical elections" What major shifts in policy?
